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HOW TO USE 2 GALLON SPOTTER 
 

 
1. Remove spotter from box 

2. Place on level surface.    

3. Unscrew bottom tank lid counterclockwise to open. Pour about a quart of water into bottom 
tank, retighten lid.    

4. Plug unit into a grounded electrical outlet.    

5. Attach solution hose to unit: Hold female quick disconnect (female QD) on hose and slide collar 
back on female QD. Slide on to male quick disconnect (male QD) on machine. Release collar of 
female QD.  You should hear hose click into place. If you do not hear it click into place repeat 
previous steps.   

6. Secure vacuum hose securely onto drain spout on front of recovery tank.  You may have to force 
vacuum hose on by turning it back and forth while pushing hose onto drain spout.   

7. Fill bottom tank with 1 gallon of water.  Turn on pump only and depress trigger on tool to flush 
the antifreeze completely from unit into an appropriate bucket, sink or toilet. 

8. After flushing antifreeze from unit, fill bottom tank with desired amount (2 gallons max capacity) 
of clean water only (highly recommended), leaving water level at least 4” from top. Do not over 
fill. 

9. Must use defoamer in recovery tank (top tank). Follow instructions on defoamer container.  
Failure to do so will void warranty.  

10. Pre-spray a small section of carpet with carpet cleaning solution.  Agitate with brush. Allow it to 
dwell a few minutes before extraction begins.  

11. Turn on pump and depress trigger on tool to begin spraying solution to carpet.  Agitate carpet 
with end of tool.  Then alternate spraying solution and vacuuming until only clean water is being 
extracted from carpet.   

12. Listen for any changes to the vacuum motors.  When recovery tank fills, the yellow vacuum 
restrictor slides up pipe to partially block air.  The sound of the motor will be different, and this 
is notice to shut off machine completely and empty recovery tank. Failure to stop at this point 
will void warranty, as water will be sucked into vacuum motors. Best practice is to empty 
recovery tank every time you add more water to solution tank.   

13. Open lid on top tank by unscrewing counterclockwise to allow air in and tip and pour recovered 
solution into a sink, toilet or drain.   
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14. Close top hatch by screwing it on clockwise, fill bottom tank if necessary, and continue cleaning. 

15. After use, open lid on bottom tank and use vacuum to empty solution tank.  Open lid on top 
tank by unscrewing counterclockwise to allow air in and tip and pour recovered solution into a 
sink, toilet or drain.    

 

 


